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Welcome to the Number 1, 2017 Issue of the IU view!
At last, a “better late than never” new edition of the IU View. In
this world that seems more chaotic every day, our organization
continues to hold a steady torch for the perennial wisdom teachings
about justice in land tenure and tax policy. I think you will be
encouraged after reading about our progress in this report.
First you will learn about two new hot-off-the-press Spanish
language books by IU members. Hector R. and Guillermo A.
Sandler have published Progreso Economico con Justicia Social
¿Mas Recursos Publicos con Menos Impuestos? Their book
presents the economic problems and challenges of Argentina from a
perspective and framework of resource rent economics.
Fernando Scornik Gerstein and Fred Harrison’s new book,
published in Spain, is titled La Especulacion Inmobiliaria y El
Silencio de ls Corderos (Land Speculation and the Silence of the
Lambs). This book will draw attention to the land problem in Spain
and what to do about it.
Bravo to IU President David Triggs and IU Vice President for
Honoduras Dr. Quisia Gonzalez for their participation in the
United Nations Habitat III (UNCHS) Conference in Quito,
Ecuador. Gratitude also to IU UN NGO representative Marcial
Cordon for arranging for David and Quisia to give a two-hour
seminar on land value tax principles and policy at UNASUR. The
conference outcome document – The New Urban Agenda – has
clear recommendations for land value based public finance.
The news article about this major global conference (page 5-6)
says, “One of the most widely discussed policies in municipal
finance at the conference are financial instruments related to land
value capture.”
In the Events Section you will learn about the Sustainable
Transport Forum, the IU Forum, and a Labour Land Campaign
event. Additional IU member reports include the latest power
point from Ed Dodson, a note from IU Vice President for New
Zealand Robert Keall, a link to an article about Curacao shifting to
land value tax, pithy comments from Emer O’Siochru about the
importance of understanding the land/money relationship, and a
link to this writer’s podcast interview with Public Banking Institute
founder Ellen Brown. On page 9 you will find a policy briefing on
Land Grabbing and Land Concentration in Europe.
Enjoy! Your input and comments are always welcome.

TWO NEW BOOKS BY IU MEMBERS
Hector Sandler: My brother Guillermo and I have published a new
book (above image) about tax policy and social justice in Argentina and
throughout Latin America. I think it would be good for our IU friends to
disseminate this information to Spanish speaking people. I wish you
every success and I send my greetings to all.

Fernando Scornik Gerstein –
Here is the cover of the book Fred
Harrison and myself published in
Spain. We discussed the book in the
famous Club Siglo XXI in Madrid
on 26 de Octubre. The book title is
La Especulacion Inmobiliaria y
El Silencio de ls Corderos
(Land Speculation and the
Silence of the Lambs).

The Union of South American Nations (Unasur) opened its new headquarters, pictured above,
in 2014. Designed by architect Diego Guayasan the “intelligent design” building attracts
thousands of tourists. It is located 15 kilometers north of Quito near a symbolic point: the
monument to the Equator parallel 0 that dived the world in two hemispheres, north and south.

IU LEADERS PRESENT SEMINARS IN QUITO, ECUADOR

David Triggs, IU
President resides
near London.

Dr.Quisia Gonzalez
is IU Vice President
for Honduras.

IU President David Triggs and IU Vice President for Honduras journeyed to Quito, Ecuador for
Habitat III, the United Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development that
took take place from 17 – 20 October, 2016 . Triggs and Gonzalez were among the 30,000
participants from 167 countries accredited in the Conference. They presented a carefully
prepared “side event” on land value taxation and were pleased at the number of talks and
sessions that mentioned land value capture or land value taxation (see article next page). This
major global conference concluded with the adoption of The New Urban Agenda that contains
recommendations for the Georgist finance approach and many other “policies and strategies that
can result in effectively harnessing the power and forces behind urbanization.”
After Habitat III the team of two presented a two hour seminar at UNASUR with about 70
people attending who represented the small towns (“parochials”) around Quito. This event was
arranged through the support and initiative of Marcial Cordon, an IU UN non-governmental
representative who is teaching Georgist economics at the Ecuadoran Consulate in New York.
The main concerns of those attending revolved around difficulties in getting funds from the
municipal level. Triggs suggested they explore local collection and distribution of land rent. This
led to their need for some training about philosophical views and practical approaches - a future
endeavor.
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Land value finance proposed as a way to pay for urban development
By Naki B. Mendoza 20 October 2016 https://www.devex.com/news/authors/naki-b-mendoza-1109278

Workers take a break at a construction site in
Ho Chi Minh City. Rapid urbanization in
Vietnam has brought both opportunities and
challenges to the country. Photo by: Tran
Viet Duc / World Bank / CC BY-NC-ND

The Habitat III summit aims to generate action towards sustainable urbanization and that often
boils down to the topic of finance. The four-day gathering in Quito, Ecuador, includes dozens of
sessions related to innovative and collaborative ways to pay for the proposals put forward in the New
Urban Agenda — the U.N.’s principal framework document for sustainable urbanization, that by some
estimates could cost in the tens of trillions of dollars to fully implement. One of the most widely
discussed policies in municipal finance at the conference are financial instruments related to land value
capture.
To simplify a complicated topic, land value capture refers to financial gains from the appreciation of
private land as a result of public investments or administrative actions by a municipality. Financial
instruments to capture land value gains have been common practice for many industrialized cities. But
more recently they have become an increasingly attractive option for cities in developing countries. With
rising urban populations and limited land available in city areas, appreciating land values can be almost
inevitable. The gains for local governments and private developers can be in the billions. But developing
country governments still need to strengthen enabling environments in ways that support greater
borrowing and transparency of expenditures if these instruments are to become more mainstream.
Generally, municipalities use land value capture products to raise funds in two ways, according to Roland
White, global lead for city management, finance and governance at the World Bank, who spoke on a
panel about financing models to fund large-scale transportation and infrastructure projects for which land
value capture products are becoming a more popular option.
In the first — a fee-based scheme — governments plan or propose city development projects with the
expectation that they will increase property values in the surrounding areas as well as the taxes collected
on them. The government then collateralizes those forthcoming revenues and sells them to investors to
raise cash. The practice has caught on in both emerging and industrialized countries. Cities in Colombia,
for example, have applied the approach to fund municipal transport projects while municipalities in
greater Washington, D.C., have used it to finance extensions to the city’s metro line.
A second so-called development-based instrument involves more of a direct sale. Local governments sell
tracts of land or the right to develop them to private investors on the basis of new zoning regulations or
building permits. The investors reap the benefit of future land value increases, but in exchange are often
obligated by the terms of the sale to build infrastructure or other public works projects. This type of
approach is typically used in areas of a city with little development.
Both instruments — and many others related to land value capture — closely align with the themes of the
New Urban Agenda. As U.N. Habitat Executive Director Joan Clos has advocated, the agenda encourages
cities to adopt “smart and sound” urban planning policies. Strategic changes to zoning regulations or
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policies to develop unused tracts of land in efficient ways can generate value instantaneously. And those
type of planning tools are particularly relevant for development-based land value capture instruments.
The tax-based approach relies on another point that Clos and other urban development specialists have
put forward — the intrinsic value of cities. Rising urban populations — coupled, of course, with sound
public policies that support vibrant economic activity — will almost inevitably drive up land values and
create an inherent creditworthiness for local governments.
But land value capture instruments can also be highly contentious and tricky to execute. Pushing up the
value of new, undeveloped tracts of land can, in turn, push out informal or low-income settlements in
those areas. These financial instruments are not cookie cutter solutions to finance urban projects and
upgrades. In fact, the use of land value capture instruments in developing countries is quite rare, White
said. “In many cases, the conditions [for them] to emerge don’t exist,” he said.
Very often the constraints have less to do with financial engineering capacity than with the public policies
and institutional capacities to support them. Land value capture instruments that count on future tax
revenues can only succeed in jurisdictions that have robust and transparent tax systems. And in many
parts of the developing world, large swathes of land are either unmapped or unclaimed, which could lead
to competing claims that could undermine a government efforts to parcel them off.
Being able to utilize land value capture and other financial instruments for urban development often
comes down to the bigger picture of reforming municipal finance. “It sounds arcane, but it’s extremely
important,” said Daniel Platz, an economist with the U.N.’s department of economic and social affairs.
Speakers across the various sessions on municipal finance at Habitat III have put forward a range of ideas
on how to tackle that. Chief among them has been creating openness and transparency. “If you are ever
going to attract private investment, investors will evaluate the historical financial performance of the
city,” said Stephen Matzie, an investment officer with the U.S. Agency for International Development.
“The only way to do that is to open up your books and have it be reliable.”
Expanding a city’s authority to borrow is also key, Matzie noted. In many countries where USAID lends,
governments are limited in how much the can borrow, Matzie said. “They are well-intended, but capping
the borrowing at 2 to 4 percent can be strapping. No one is advocating borrowing without limits, but you
have to be able to borrow a lot of money up front that you can pay back long-term.”
Even if the lending conditions and reliable enabling environment are in place, land value capture
instruments are just one niche option for municipal finance. “They are not appropriate for all forms of

urban development,” White cautioned. But structured properly and backed by projects that
generate sustainable returns, they can be a useful tool for municipal planners.
About the author - Naki B. Mendozamfbmendoza is a reporter for Devex Impact based in Washington,
D.C., where he covers the intersection of business and international development.
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SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
FORUM
On 17th January Marcial Cordon, IU UN NGO representative and associate of PacRim Social
Business organized an IU seminar titled SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT - "WHEELS of
FORTUNE" - Funding Transit from Rising Land Values. Held at the Ecuadoran Consulate in
New York, the seminar invitation said: In any major city new accessibility will generate new
wealth and profits which are reflected in increased site values. There are many examples around
the world showing that transit increases the value of land around stations and how a well
designed and executed Land Value Capture (LVC) strategy can ensure a significant portion of
that value uplift is made available for the transit investment. What is LVC? When and where
does LVC work?
Featured speakers were: Dave Wetzel, former IU President and former Vice-Chair Transport
for London who talked about London's experiences from the Metropolitan Railway, the
Docklands Light Rail, the Jubilee Line Extension and Crossrail. His powerpoint showed how to
harness the added value generated around transit stations. Quisia Gonzalez, IU excecutive
member and UN NGO representative share her experiences from the United Nations Habitat III
and described how the Quito declaration on Sustainable Urban Development gave opportunities
for our work with this UN agency. Heather Wetzel, Vice Chair of Labour Land Campaign
(LLC), United Kingdom, talked about how to promote affordable housing with land value tax
and further details about economic issues in the United Kingdom.

More Event Reports
The IU FORUM is a Go-To-Meeting online teleconference available to all IU members
organized several times a year. Participating in the12th December Forum were IU members from
the UK, Ireland, Canada and the US. IU Executive Committee member Ed Dodson gave a
powerpoint titled Saving Communities: It Matters How Government Raises Its Revenue.
While designed for the United States the powerpoint can be modified for use in other countries
by changing the data.. After Ed went through the 58 slides we had an interesting discussion about
the challenges of implementing LVT in the countries of attendees. To view the presentation go
here: http://slideplayer.com/slide/9208421/ or simply websearch the title.
Dave Wetzel organized a Labour Land Campaign event where Anthony Molloy and
Professor Dirk Löhr gave an interesting talk and presentation on land value tax. Lohr also gae
details about the German LVT campaign. There are two videos to watch:
 Land

Value Taxation - aimed at political education officers (43 minutes)
 The Taxing Question of Land - lighter and more digestible (31 minutes)
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A FEW MORE IU MEMBER REPORTS
Many IU members are very engaged advocates and activists. Please send in your
reports and we will do our best to publish them in the IU View.
Hello all, here's some news from the Dutch Antilles. - Ian Lambert
http://www.curacaochronicle.com/main/from-property-tax-to-land-value-tax-starting-in-2014
Here is my latest powerpoint about the State of the US Economy. –Ed Dodson
http://www.cooperative-individualism.org/dodson-edward_state-of-the-us-economy-2017jan.htm
Several commentators have been reported in the press recording their views on the new political
party, &/or on the unresolved political issues. All of them, and the Church Leaders, have been
sent our papers on the Land Tax, The Way Forward, and the "Challenge To The Church". When
Gareth Morgan announces his policy their response will be well-informed accordingly. – Robert
Keall, New Zealand

Some of you will recall that Ellen Brown, founder of the Public
Banking Institute and author, Web of Debt spoke at the California
Council of Georgist Organizations conference two years ago. Here is
the link to the online radio interview she did with me. – Alanna Hartzok
HTTPS://ellenbrown.com/2016/08/24/on-its-our-money-David-morrison-the-bnd-alana-hartzog-on-the-land-value-tax/
After hearing the above Emer O’Siochru (IU VP for Ireland) wrote: I listened to the podcast you did a great job describing the essence and history of LVT in economic terms. Ellen Brown is
one of my favourite people on this Earth - one of the smartest too. A friend, Noel Kinahan and I
have been working at getting public banking into Ireland. We arranged for Ellen to speak at
Kilkenomics - a very popular economics and comedy event in Ireland - two years ago. I
introduced Noel to Irish Rural Link (IRL) a well respected and brilliant lobbyists for rural
communities. http://www.irishrurallink.ie/resources/public-banking/phew-the-global-financialcrash-has-passed/ Irish Rural Link have since got together with the Sparkassen local banks in
Germany and got objectives for local public banks included in the the new government's
Programme for Government. This is real progress in Irish terms!

If the energy of the land value tax reform and
money reform movements could be combined,
we would have a winning formula.
- Emer O’Siochru, IU Vice President for Ireland
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Land grabbing and land concentration in Europe
04 December 2016

Policy briefing by Sylvia Kay and others

urope’s young and aspiring farmers will face increasing barriers to entry as land is rapidly
concentrated in relatively few big farms. Land is even more unevenly distributed than wealth. A
steep decline in Europe’s small farms is underway with damaging conse-quences for food
security, employment, and development.

E

In discussions on the ‘global land grab’, the popular term to describe the rising commercial interest in
farmland and the increase in large-scale land deals worldwide, Europe is often overlooked. Instead,
Europe is held up as a showcase for good land governance, where well-regulated land markets and sound
land investments are assumed to prevail. To the extent that the role of Europe in the global land grab is
addressed, it is through the involvement of European investors and policy drivers in land deals in the
global South.
This brief aims to fill this research gap by examining the scale, scope, drivers and impacts of land
grabbing in Europe. Drawing together cutting-edge findings from the study Extent of Farmland Grabbing
in the EU, commissioned by the European Parliament (EP) and presented to the EP Committee on
Agriculture and Rural Development (COMAGRI) in June 2015, it shows that there is significant evidence
that land grabbing is underway in Europe today.
Land grabbing is however just one element of the ‘land question’ in Europe and it is in this sense that the
brief draws broader connections between the ongoing but still limited process of farmland grabbing in
Europe and other burning European land issues, not least the extreme levels of land concentration
observed throughout the EU. If left unchecked, there is a danger that land grabbing and land
concentration, particularly when reinforced by other processes and policy biases (e.g. land speculation,
land artificialisation, and the highly uneven distribution of CAP benefits), will block the entry into
farming of young and aspiring farmers, while leading to the further exit of Europe’s small farmers.
This has real implications for European food security, employment, welfare, and biodiversity as with the
demise and marginalisation of small-scale farming in Europe, the multiple benefits of this type of farming
system and way of life also disappear. A new approach to land governance throughout the EU is called
for. The brief ends with a set of policy recommendations for reforming European land governance. Using
insights from the FAO Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and
Forests, the brief argues that a fundamental shift in emphasis from a market-based to a human rightsbased approach to the management of land and associated natural resources is required if the EU is to
realize the smart, democratic, and sustainable land governance framework that European farmers and
citizens deserve.
The report concludes with several policy recommendations to tackle land concentration in the EU and
support Europe’s small farms. These will be shared and debated with policymakers, including MEPs and
representatives from the European Commission, during a day-long meeting on December 7th on Access
to Land for Farmers in the EU.
Download the report: landgrabbing and land concentration in the EU.pdf(pdf, 719.17 KB)
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Quotes

Progress in our mission requires that we serve many masters. We are
pulled to be political activists, to be educators, to be savvy with social
media, to exhibit expertise in technical areas, to be goal oriented, to be
task oriented, to work alone not expecting help or support, to
collaborate, to subordinate our priorities in order to advance the
priorities of our colleagues or our organizations. Only a very few of us
possess the Henry George gene, the gene that drove him to be a martyr
for his cause. – Ed Dodson
************************

We welcome your continuing interest in and support of the IU. If you are not yet an IU
member, please join us at theIU.org.

